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ABSTRACT 

This paper reviews computer assisted histopathology image analysis for cancer detection and 

classification. Histopathology refers to the examination of invasive or less invasive biopsy sample by a 

pathologist under microscope for locating, analyzing and classifying most of the diseases like cancer. The 

analysis of histoapthological image is done manually by the pathologist to detect disease which leads to 

subjective diagnosis of sample and varies with level of expertise of examiner. The pathologist examine the 

tissue structure, distribution of cells in tissue, regularities of cell shapes and determine benign and 

malignancy in image. This is very time consuming and more prone to intra and inter observer variability. 

To overcome this difficulty a computer assisted image analysis is needed for quantitative diagnosis of 

tissue. In this paper we reviews and summarize the applications of digital image processing techniques 

for histology image analysis mainly to cover segmentation and disease classification methods.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Histology deals with the study of the microscopic structure of cells and tissues of organisms. 

The knowledge of biological (microscopic) structures and their functions at the sub-cellular, 

cellular, tissue and organ levels is central to the study of disease proliferation and prognosis of 

disease. Also to study and analyze histological image under microscope, pathologists identify 

the morphological characteristics of tissue which indicates the presence of disease like cancer. 

The biopsy sample is processed and its sections are placed onto glass slides to observe them 

under microscope for analysis.  Pathologist examine the tissue slides under a microscope and 

observe it at various magnification levels such as 10X, 20X, 40X, 100X etc. to view cells, 

glands, nucleus, and detects the resemblance of these structures with normal vs. diseased tissue. 

If the disease detects the grading process is performed which deals with spreading of infected 

cells all over the tissue. Then for each patient the prognosis and further treatment is planned by 

considering grade of disease. 

This diagnosis by pathologist is subjective and prone to inter, intra observer variations. 

Therefore a quantitative assessment of these images is very essential for objective diagnosis. 

Also, now a day’s because of development in digital scanners for pathological image acquisition 

provide us the digital image data for computer assisted image analysis using digital image 

processing algorithms. Thus, computer assisted disease diagnosis (CAD) plays a very important 

role and has become a major research subject in histopathological imaging and diagnostic where 
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different image processing techniques can be used to analyze these images for disease diagnosis 

and prognosis. Therefore, histology provides a scientific foundation for clinical research, 

education, and practice. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate robust and accurate image analysis algorithms for 

computer-assisted interpretation of histopathology imagery. Different image processing 

techniques will be applied for image texture classification, gland & nuclei segmentation, cell 

counting, cell type identification or classification to deriving quantitative measurements of 

disease features from  histological  images  and automatically determine whether a disease  is 

present within analyzed samples or not. Also this research will help to decide the different 

grades or severity of disease if the disease is present in the sample.   

 Computer aided histopathological study has been conducted for various cancer detection and 

grading applications, including prostate (Naik et al., 2007, Doyle et al., 2007), breast (Doyle et 

al., 2008, Naik et al., 2008, Jean-Romain Dalle et al., 2008), renal cell carcinoma (S. Waheed et 

al., 2007) pediatric tumor neuroblastoma (Olcay S et al., 2009) and lung (Kayser et al., 2002) 

cancer grading. Using different segmentation, feature extraction and classification techniques   

the researchers analyzed histopathology images. Here in this paper the different image 

processing techniques on histopathological images specially breast cancer histopathology 

analyses are reviewed.  

The paper is organized to discuss the need for, and analyze the procedure for computer aided 

histopathology image segmentation and classification. These analysis procedures are also 

applicable to all image modalities in medical image analysis like ultrasound, MRI, CT Scan etc. 

In section 2, basic histology image analysis flow and the procedure for preparation of 

histopathology slides for microscopic analysis including the image magnification/resolution 

needed for various analyses is described. Further in section 3, segmentation techniques for 

histopathological images are reviewed. Section 4, includes brief review about the feature 

extraction and selection for different segmented results. Finally, the overview about 

classification methods for histopathology image with the future analysis in the related field is 

discussed in section 5. Followed by, the comparison and conclusion on the study is given. In 

literature one can find large number of applications in microscopic image analysis feature 

extraction and selection along with many image processing methods for preprocessing, 

segmentation, and classification, here only some examples are presented. 

 

2. Basic Histopathological Image Analysis: Overview 

After acquiring digital histology image through biopsy sample, the manual examination of 

images leads to variability in diagnosis. To overcome this problem, computer assisted systems 

are employed which gives objective analysis of diseases. The basic steps required for 

implementing computer assisted analysis system are as shown in Figure 1 below. This consists 

of digital image processing techniques such as image segmentation, feature extraction, 

classification etc.      
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Figure 1: Overview of histopathological image analysis 

2.1 Histology image analysis 

The histopathological image analysis includes the computations performed at different 

magnifications (×2, ×4.5, ×10, ×20, and × 40) for multivariate statistical analysis, diagnosis and 

classification. It can be done at lower magnification for tissue level analysis. As Cigdem Demir 

et al. [1] discussed on both tissue level and cell level analysis methods for cancer diagnosis. 

They analyzed histopathology images using image preprocessing, feature extraction and 

classification techniques such as thersholding, morphological processing, region based, and 

boundary based, and supervised classification techniques. The recent advancement of ‘digital 

pathology’ needs development of quantitative and automated computerized image analysis 

algorithms to assists pathologist in interpreting the large number of digitized histopathological 

images. Computer aided diagnosis algorithms have been proposed for detecting neuroblastoma 

[11], also computer aided renal cancer image analysis based on Bayesian classifier, k means 

algorithm is proposed by S. Waheed et al. [2] to improve inter, intra- observer variability in 

decision by pathologist. Total 98% classification accuracy with cross validation was achieved 

by using high magnification images at 200X magnification for system development. O. Sertel et 

al. [3] proposed an image analysis method on neuroblastoma histopathological images based on 

likelihood function estimation. The cancer cells were detected with sensitivity of 81.1% using 

component-wise-2 step thresholding. Similarly, in the literature one can find applications of 

such different image analysis methods for classification of histopathology image data. These 

methods can also be applied to the breast cancer histopathology images for their quantitative 

analysis and evaluation [4].  

Depending on the application or kind of disease the image processing steps may vary, but in 

general the image processing algorithms are similar for most of the applications. Jun Xu et. al. 

[5] proposed breast cancer histopathology color image boundary based segmentation using 

geodesic active contours (GAC) and weighted mean shift normalized cut.  It involves defining a 

color swatch from image and apply mean shift normalized cut algorithm as initial segmentation 

for detection of initial object boundary. Then using GAC edge detection based color gradient 

final segmentation results were obtained. Total 60 digitized histopathology slides were used and 

(WNCut-CGAC) results were compared with Chan Vese model. The percentage accuracy in 

sensitivity, specificity was found to be improved with WNCut-CGAC model with robust 

initialization having minimum user interaction. 

The different algorithms developed for histology analysis are summarized in Table 1 given 

below. 
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Table 1: Different algorithms for histopathological image analysis 

Authors, Year of 

Publications 
Organ 

Method for Segmentation, Classification of 

Histopathology Images 

Ajay Basavanhallya 

et. al. 2011 
Breast 

Hierarchical Normalized cut , Color Gradient 

Active Contour [11] 

Jun Xu et. al. 2011 Prostate Geodesic Active Contour [5] 

S. Olcay et. al. 2008 
Follicular 

Lymphoma 

Texture Classification using Non Linear color 

Quantization, Self Organizing Maps [18] 

Omar Khadi, 2010 
Meningioma 

Tumor 
Texture Classification using fractal features   [16] 

C. Demir et. al. , 

2010 

Colon 

Glands 
Segmentation using Object graph approach [13] 

Muthu Rama et. al., 

2009 
Oral Mucosa SVM, Classifier [22] 

Hui Kong et. al, 

2011 

Follicular 

Lymphoma 
Color Texture cell Segmentation [28] 

M. Dundar et. al., 

2011 
Breast Gaussian Mixture Model based segmentation [26] 

Akif Tosum et. al. 

2011 
Breast 

Graph Run length matrices for image segmentation 

[27] 

 

2.2 Preparation of histological tissue slide  

Histology is nothing but the microscopic examination of a biopsy specimen which is processed 

and fixed onto glass slides. To examine different architecture and components of a tissue under 

microscope, the gross sections are made with wax, and dyed with one or more stains. Staining is 

used by pathologists to separate cellular components for structural as well as architectural 

analysis of tissue for diagnosis. Most commonly Hematoxylin –Eosin (H & E) stain is used 

which separates cell nuclei, cytoplasm and connective tissue. Hematoxylin stains cell nuclei 

blue, whereas Eosin stains cytoplasm and connective tissue pink. The other stains are DAB, 

immune-histochemistry stain etc. 
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The image were acquired using Motic B1 series system microscope at 10X magnification with 

10 µm/pixel calibration and 40X with 2.5 µm/pixel calibration. Here the analysis of H & E 

stained images only will be considered for avoiding different staining effects on final result. The 

images are as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 which show low and high magnified normal and 

malignant breast cancer images.   

The steps in preparation of tissue slide are as sown in Figure 2 and it includes: 

a. Fixing: Samples of biological tissue/ gross are “fixed” with chemical fixation to 

preserve the cells/tissue. 

b. Processing: Tissue processing is essential to remove water from the gross tissue 

(dehydration) and replace it with a medium which solidifies it. This helps to cut thin 

sections of sample  

c. Embedding sample in wax: The result of embedding hardened wax blocks contains the 

original biological samples together with other substances in complete preparation 

process. 

d. Sectioning: Sectioning an embedded tissue sample is the step necessary to produce 

sufficiently thin slices of sample that the detail of the microstructure of the cells/tissue 

can be clearly observed using microscopy techniques. Then transfer the thin cut of 

sample on to a clean glass slide.  

e. Staining: Finally, the mounted sections are treated with an appropriate histology stain. 

Staining biological tissues is done to both increase the contrast of the tissue and also 

highlight some specific features of interest - depending on the type of tissue and the 

stain used.  

 

Figure 2. Basic Steps for Preparation of Histopathology Samples. 

     

                       a.        b.          c. 

Figure 3. Histopathological H & E Stained Breast Cancer Images received from GMCH, 

Nagpur a. and b. normal duct and lobules, c. malignant breast cancer image at 40X 
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a.                   b. 

Figure 4. Histopathological H & E Stained Breast Cancer Images received from GMCH, 

Nagpur a. and b. normal and malignant both at 10X 

 

3. Histopathology Image Segmentation   

The diagnosis of disease or its grading in histopathology images deals with identification of 

histological structures like cancer cell nuclei, glands, lobule formation as in case of breast 

cancer. The other morphological appearance of these structures like size, shape, and color 

intensity, are also important factors for presence of disease.  To analyze all these indicators 

histopathology images firstly should be segmented. For such segmentation approaches the 

images should be acquired at various magnification levels such as for nucleus segmentation 

40X, cell identification with 20X, where as gland, tissue segmentation requires 10X/4X 

magnified histology image. We can consider the image analysis for low power analysis (10X) or 

high power analysis (40X). After aquicision, histopathological images are true color images, so 

to interpret these images on computer one has to observe artifacts in the image because of 

staining procedure. To eliminate the effect of such noise in the image it should be pre-

processed, de-noised and enhance the image quality to get good segmentation and classification 

results. This includes color normalization if color image is processed for cell morphology 

analysis, image de-noising, enhancement to get more detailed cell or structure information from 

the image etc. Also it is essential to remove the effect of variation in histology image as the 

histology images are stained with different staining proportions and scanning conditions hence 

there may be color variations in image which affects the results. 

After preprocessing, image segmentation is one of the most important steps of the automatic 

medical diagnosis based on the analysis of the microscopic images, and is also a difficult task to 

diagnose the disease correctly. Image segmentation separates objects of interest from 

background through various methods in image processing such as thresholding where the 

intensity value is used to separate the regions. In histology this can mainly be used for detection 

of nuclei, stroma and background [33, 35].Due to complex nature of pathological images, 

standard segmentation methods or modified versions of them like thresholding, Hidden Markov 

model, watershed algorithm, active contours, cellular automata, Grow- Cut technique, as well as 

new approaches like fuzzy sets of I and II type, seeded region growing can be used for cell 

identification and classification [11, 12, 13, 29, 30, 34]. Through the segmentation one can 

choose the area of interest (AOI) in an image like cell, nuclei, tumor etc. in case of pathology 

images for further analysis. The segmentation on basis of region is performed if tumor is to be 

consider, boundary based or methods based on thresholding are used for identification of cell 

structure from background area as an object in an image, as Yousef Al-Kofahi, et.al. [14], 

proposed a method for segmenting cell nuclei with image foreground using a graph-cuts-based 

binarization and multiscale Laplacian-of-Gaussian filtering constrained by distance-map-based 

adaptive scale selection for the nuclear seed points detection. Also in the cytological image 
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analysis, segmentation is the first step; the Hough transform with the watershed algorithm is 

used for this by the researchers for automatic nuclei localization [15].  

 The texture approach for finding presence of disease in image sample for different cases in 

microscopic imagery is also very helpful, Omar S. Al-Kadi, [16] proposed a texture based 

technique to classify meningioma tumors correctly based on optimum texture measure 

combination, which inspects the separability of the RGB color channels and selects the channel 

which best segments the cell nuclei of the histopathological images and a Bayesian classifier 

was used for meningioma subtype discrimination. Overall classification accuracy of 92.50% 

was achieved. From the literature we can found that pattern classification techniques such as 

support vector machines (SVM) and radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) can also 

help to improve the diagnosis in cytological image analysis. These networks are used to extract 

the patterns and one can compare the use of polynomial kernels in ascertaining the diagnostic 

accuracy of cytological data obtained from the breast cancer tumors i.e. benign and malignant. 

With different performance measures they evaluated and compared the qualities of these 

classifiers [17]. Texture features can also be used for tissue segmentation based on gray level 

run length matrices (GRLM). The Akif Burak Tosum et.al.[27] introduced the GRLM texture 

based features for color images and found high segmentation accuracies with it. The color 

histopathological images of colon tissues at 5X magnification were used in the study and then 

texture features were extracted from color graph run length matrix. Also the color texture 

features can be calculated using local neighborhood of each pixel in image with local Fourier 

Transform applied on new color space. An efficient LFT extraction algorithm based on image 

shifting and image integral is used by Hui Kong et.al.[28] and using above approach achieves 

good segmentation results for lymphoma grading with 5.25% total error rate. A variety of 

computational intelligence approaches to nuclei segmentation in the microscope images is 

presented the literature [6, 18]. 

There is also a Region based approach for histopathological image segmentation namely, seeded 

volume growing, constrained erosion–dilation techniques and 3-D watershed algorithm on 3-D 

histo-pathological images. These methods are evaluated and the results are compared with some 

modification in [19].  M. MuthuRama Krishnan, et.al. presents computer aided system for 

segmentation and classification of sub-epithelial connective tissue (SECT) cells in oral mucosa 

of normal and oral sub-mucous fibrosis (OSF) conditions [22]. Segmentation has been carried 

out using multi-level thresholding and subsequently the cell population has been classified using 

support vector machine (SVM) based classifier. The analysis and diagnosis of microscopic 

images is carried out for the disease like cancer where the interpretation of samples is very 

important to detect the presence of disease and further treatment for patient. Some of the 

researchers worked on such application related with breast, prostate, lung cancer [20, 21].  

 Baouchan Pang et al [8], proposed machine learning technique for cell nucleus segmentation of 

color histological image based on convolutional networks. Using gradient descent technique, 

convolutional network with 3 hidden layers and 8 feature maps per hidden layer was trained for 

segmenting cell from background. The gradient descent technique is utilized to optimize the 

network. They used L*a*b* and RGB color space for segmentation algorithms. They found that 

this method gives more promising results where inter-image variability in staining is involved. 

[23] To segment individual cell, firstly the cytological components in tissue should be separated 

such as, cytoplasm, extra cellular material, RBC, and background. In H&E stained tissue 

samples, nuclear and cytoplasm regions have blue color where as RBCs are red and stroma 

region in pink color. A computer assisted system using mean shift algorithm is used to segment 

cytoplasm and cell nuclei in histopathological image. 89% accuracy is achieved to detect 

malignant cancer cell through this approach.  

 Identification of tubules and cancer nuclei is one of the important criterions in detection of 

breast cancer. Ajoy Basavanhally et. al. [4], detects tubule and cancer nuclei using O’Callaghan 

neighborhood and Color Gradient based Active Contour model (CGAC) through color 
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deconvolution scheme as shown in Figure 5. Here an automated detection of tubules using 

spatial proximity with low level structures like lumen, cytoplasm and nuclei is presented. By 

using graph based image features lumen area was detected and segmented with 86% accuracy. It 

was compared with manual grading of tubular density and 89% accuracy was achieved.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

a.          b. 

Figure 5.  True lumen area in a. Small tubule & b. large Tubule present in breast cancer tissue 

figures from [4]. 

Also the shape based segmentation methods can also be used for gland or nuclei segmentation. 

Like an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm was used for automatically detecting the 

centers of lymphocytes in breast cancer histology images. Initially contours were detected using 

partial differential equation with centers [6]. In Naik et. al. [9] a level set method for gland 

segmentation for prostate and a breast cancer histology image is presented. A level set was 

initialized by the likelihood scenes generated by Bayssian classfier. 

Also histology images could be segmented based on color texture and homogeneity. Color and 

texture information in image could be combined with consideration of the distribution of 

components in tissue image the histology images can be segmented. In [32] the researcher used 

new object-oriented textural segmentation for detecting colon cancer. With the new approach 

for homogeneity measure they achieved 94.89% accuracy to segment normal and cancerous 

regions in colon histology images.  

 

4. Feature Extraction 

After segmentation, features are extracted either at the cellular or at the tissue-level to measure 

morphological characteristics of image for abnormality or to classify the image for different 

grades of disease. The cellular-level features focuses on quantifying the properties of individual 

cells without considering spatial dependency between them. For a single cell, the 

morphological, textural, fractal, and/or intensity-based features can be extracted. The tissue-

level features quantify the distribution of the cells across the tissue; for that, it primarily makes 

use of either the spatial dependency of the cells or the gray-level dependency of the pixels. For a 

tissue, the textural, fractal, and/or topological features can be extracted as shown in Table 2. The 

aim of the diagnosis step is (i) to distinguish benignity and malignancy or (ii) to classify 

different malignancy levels by making use of extracted features. This step uses statistical 

analysis of the features and machine learning algorithms to reach a decision.  

Scot Doyel et al. [10] used textural and nuclear architectural features for analysis of breast 

cancer histopathology image. Spectral clustering is used to reduce the dimensionality of the 

feature set. The different types of feature extraction techniques are textural features using grey 

level, Haralick features, graphical features, and Gabour filter features, Graph features using 

Voroni diagram, Delauny Triagulation, Minimum Spanning Tree, Nuclear Features, 

morphological features, Topological features etc. [1, 9, 10, 16, 24, 25]. These can be used for 
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analysis of histology image as 1) normal or abnormal image, 2) for identifying grades of cancer, 

3) also these features can be used to segment the tissue based on architectural information 

obtained from graph based features. 

Table 2: Different Features for Analysis 

Textural Features: First order statistics, 

GLCM, Run length matrix 

smoothness, coarseness, regularity, correlation, 

contrast and angular second 

moment for the tissue classification 

Graph Features: Voronoi Diagram, 

Delauny triangulation, Minimum spanning 

tree 

Number of nodes, edges, area, roundness 

factor, edge length, spectral radius to detect 

tubules or cells 

Morphological features of cell 

Radius, area, perimeter, size, shape, roundness, 

smoothness to segment cell boundary for 

abnormality detection 

 

5. Classification 

For histopathology imagery, the choice of classifier is also very important to deal with large, 

highly dense dataset. After segmentation and feature extraction, selection the different 

classifiers are used to classify images for diagnosing abnormality in image. In this step, a cell or 

tissue is assigned to one of the classes and then it can also be classified for malignancy level i.e.  

grading of disease. A lot of work is done on the classification of histopathological images using 

machine learning algorithms like neural network, k-nearest neighborhood algorithm, logistic 

regression method, fuzzy systems etc. Muthu Rama et. al. [22] used SVM approach to classify 

oral mucosa histology images. A Bayesian classifier is implemented based on the defined 

feature space for characterizing inflammatory and fibroblast cells in order to observe the cell 

distribution in healthy state. The performance of this system is evaluated with 97.19% overall 

classification accuracy [24]. Along with Bayesian Classifier the AdaBoost Algorithm is also 

used for Gleason grading with textural feature extraction [25]. Intraductal Breast Lesions are 

classified using expectation maximization and watershed transform by M.Murat Dundar 

et.al.[26]. In this work the system for automatic diagnosis of preinvasive breast images is 

developed with 62 patient cases and the overall classification accuracy for classification is 

87.9% and the result was tested with the diagnostic accuracy of pathologist on same data set.  

A support vector machine (SVM) classifier is used (1) to distinguish between cancerous and 

non-cancerous images, and (2) to distinguish between images containing low and high grades of 

cancer [10, 22]. The system achieves a 95.8% accuracy in distinguishing cancer from non-

cancer using texture-based characteristics (Gabor filter features), and 93.3% accuracy in 

distinguishing high from low grades of cancer using architectural features.  

In recent years the researchers are using, object location for tissue representation instead of 

spatial representation of tissue and structural features from color graphs are used for automated 

colon cancer diagnosis which gives more promising results (82.65 % test accuracy) as they are 

considering the location and structure of tissue in histology images [31]. Here the homogeneous 

colon cancer images are used to obtain better results over intensity based textural approaches.     

6. Comparison 

Compared with radiological image processing and analysis, histology image processing and 

analysis is emerging area having more challenging problems. Histology images have very 

complicated structure than radiology images. The study on different aspects of histopathological 

image analysis leads to very promising results. But the comparison of different methodologies 
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applied to histology images is difficult since each research uses different image dataset and 

gives different metrics to show results. Each study developed the automated system by using 

different segmentation, features and classification algorithms. Even the images at different 

magnification are used according to the aim of study.  Also the tissue architecture and cell are 

different for different organs; hence the method applied to one organ may not work on another. 

Some of studies also differentiated only normal and abnormal images, whereas in some papers 

the images are classified for different grades of disease. Low and high grade cancer can be 

detected using different texture features for tissue image. Variation in normal gland structure, 

size and shape of nuclei are the measure of identifying presence of cancer and its grade.  Further 

histopathology analysis by pathologist is subjective because of inter and intra observer 

variability. This causes variation in classification results when compared manually. To obtain 

good computational results one has to use large image data base. 

In recent years color graphs and its texture features are used for tissue segmentation and 

classification which improves the result over conventional pixel distribution method for the 

histology image analysis. This could be very effective as the histology image is much 

complicated for segmentation as the color and distribution of pixel changes with staining and 

thus using spatial relation between objects for object oriented segmentation good results are 

achieved. SVM is most commonly used classifier for classification of histology images for 

cancer diagnosis. A comparative analysis for the segmentation and feature extraction for 

classification algorithms for histology images has been made and tabulated as shown in Table 3 

and Table 4 given below:  

Table 3: Comparative assessment for histology image analysis methods  

Segmentation of gland structure in histology images based on color texture 

Pixel based: Gives good segmentation results for the images with regular gland 

structure but can give incorrect results with variation in normal gland structure and 

presence of artifacts due to staining variation, fixation, sectioning of tissue and false 

positive results due to presence of fat, stroma, and lumen like areas. [1, 3, 5, 6, 11, 26, 

27, 28 etc.] 

Object based: Improves segmentation accuracy compared to pixel based algorithms 

for histology images by considering organization of gland structure as an object. [4, 

13, 27, 31, 32] 

Classification of histology images using texture/architecture features 

Texture features with self organizing map: classifies high grade and low grade 

follicular lymphoma with average of 90.30 % accuracy. [7, 18] 

Fractal features: Calculates size and shape features for cell nuclei and classifies breast 

and prostate cancer with 87.9% and 96.7% classification accuracy.[2,8, 9, 16] 

GLCM/GRLM features: Can be used as texture descriptors for classification and 

detection of normal structure of gland or tissue in spite of variations in appearance of 

tissue in histology image. [1, 16, 27, 32] 

Graph features: Mostly used for object based segmentation and detecting architectural 

features of histology image along with texture features to improve classification and 

segmentation accuracy. These features measure the spatial arrangement of all objects 

in the image. [1, 9, 10, 16, 24, 25] 
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Table 4: Histology image analysis for different methods  

Method for Segmentation, 

Classification of 

Histopathology Images 

Organ Results Problem with method 

Hierarchical Normalized 

cut , Color Gradient Active 

Contour [11] 

Breast 
Achieves 89% 

segmentation accuracy  

Detects false positive 

errors due to presence of 

lumen like areas. 

Texture Classification 

using Non Linear color 

Quantization, Self 

Organizing Maps [18] 

Follicular 

Lympho

ma 

Results in 85.5%  

average accuracy  

Staining variation may 

affect the result 

Texture Classification 

using fractal features   [16] 

Meningio

ma 

Tumor 

Gives 92.5% accuracy 

using individual texture 

measure for classifying 

meningioma tissue.  

Gives misclassification 

results due to non 

homogeneity cell structure. 

Segmentation separability 

assessment is required in 

order to select the 

optimum color channel 

Segmentation using Object 

graph approach [13] 

Colon 

Glands 

87.59% accuracy for 

homogeneous images 

and improves accuracy 

over pixel base 

algorithm. 

Needs parameter 

optimization which 

decreases segmentation 

results 

Graph Run length matrices 

for image segmentation 

[27] 

Breast 

New texture descriptor 

for unsupervised 

classification. 99.0% 

accuracy with Graph 

RLM texture 

segmentation even for 

variation in appearance 

of gland.  

Computational complexity 

depends on number of 

primitives in image 

 

7. Conclusion 

In this review, we studied different steps to automatically analyze histopathological images for 

objective diagnosis. This automated analysis assists pathologist in diagnosis and lessen their 

time for reviewing large number of tissue slide per day. The digital histopathological images are 

acquired through computerized electron microscope after tissue slide preparation. Different 

magnification images are used for different types of analysis; like for tissue classification low 

magnification (10X) and for cell segmentation and analysis higher magnification (40X). For 

computer aided analysis there are mainly three steps: Segmentation, Feature Extraction and 

Classification. The algorithms developed for automated analysis and evaluation of histology 

images assists the pathologists in disease diagnosis and also reduces human error. 
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